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it. In its deliberations concerning the ISO, the forking Group was

inhibited hy the absence of a clearly defined policy statement describing

the character of an over- ell integrated IAS documentation system at the

intelligence library level. The Group believes that duplication of effort

could be avoided within the IAC, end future Working Group discussions

speeded, if AEIP were to prepare a staff study clarifying the objectives

of an integrated system;, outlining in general terms how it would work, and

delineating its boundaries*

25X1

Attachments

;

“/tanacea ’"A", "b", "0% "D"
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ANNEX "A"

TERM OF REFERENCE NO. 13 November 1957

!„ HiOBLEM

To review and clarify the philosoply underlying the common use of
tiie Intelligence Subject Code ( ISC ) „

'

111 BACKGROUND
"t™ - **«> U-J?**: [O'-

a, The growth and expansion of documentation in the field of intell-
igence during the last ten years has made it imperative that some systematic
mechanism be evolved that ,/ould control, in a bibliographic sense, the quan-
tities of information returned to Headquarters from field collectors,

to. Traditionally, libraries have, used subject classification systems,
either decimal or alphabetical in structure, to help direct researchers to
the literature on a given subject available in the library. "liany classifica-
tion systems are in use: some, like the Dewey Decimal scheme, are general,
and others are highly specialised to confoi-m with the narrow -limits of a
particular discipline, hath scheme has as its" objective to communicate to

the user the intrinsic nut ire of subjects and their relationships through
the met.ium of logically arranged terminology. The catalog which results
from tla use of a subject classification system serves as a focal point, from
which the researcher may proceed to pertinent source materials. No catalog
has yel been devised which automatically gives a researcher -the specific
answer to his problem, Ths catalog, no matter how intricately arranged, is

only part of a larger' cornrnicatLon system which ultimately requires personal
examination of a mass of material.

c. Conventional libraries have found that savings occur uteri it in

possible' to achieve cooperative cataloging of books. The reasons are self-
2vi.de nl . If all agree to adopt the same subject classification sen -me and
cataloging; techniques, 1. e,, if all “speak the same language”, then each book
receives analytical treatesnt only once, basic catalog cards-. are printed only
once,, rad all participants in the cooperative system reap the resultant, bene-
fits. The best illuutratim of such cooperation is the cataloging .snd card
distribution system of the Library of Congress which today serves thousands
of li.bia.ries in trie l.S. aid abroad.

ox ;u:

lifor

ings

i

d„ There is every reason to belie 1 v. that the cooperative treatment

?.tc lligence documents -rill prove equally beneficial, to the XAC agencies,
1

fe in this direction >n the part of Al'lP have already resulted in sav-

ol time and conservation cc manpower.

} 2DTORI OF TI:L ISC

J.
' K '

t,] c-

Tho charc-cier ;•;? the intelligence do current and of ?,ts content

that found in oiier t/ces of liter c.turo. Information* rep :r ted

: on : cry., do curs varv widely in fermut. and.
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make-up, and the volume of intake is staggering - some 30,000 IAC documents

per month.

b« During the early days of CIA a survey was made of existing

classification systems used in the intelligence community, such as the

Army's Basic Intelligence Directive (BID) and the Navy Monograph Index

Guide, 'and "an" effort was made toward achieving a uniform system. Mince

tEeTclimate at that time was not favorable for the conclusion of such an

agreement, CIA employed as

a consultant to develop the basic outline of the IMU, oriented towartis the

Agency's predominantly scientific and economic interests. Army, Navy, and

Air sections were included in the basic outline but were delineravcly limi-

ted to allow for future expansion by the services if they should 30 desire.

Because three separate Registers had been set up in CIA to handle biographic,

industrial, and graphic information respectively, these categories were given

no special coverage in the ISC. In 19U8 S CIA began using the basin structure

to index all raw information reports and, shortly thereafter, undertook total

coverage of finished intelligence. From 191*8 until toe present, the ISC has

been expanded and revised to reflect both subject and area needs of researchers.

It has, however, been necessary to modify the detailed requests of specialists

for subject expansion to conform with the principle of practical and easily^

understandable classification. The ISC wc-.s established and has been recognised

throughout its 9 years of use as an overall guide and not as a classification

system, for specialised subjects.

c. CIA is the only Agency thus far that has used the ISC extensively

for the coding and retrieval of inter-agency intelligence documents. Conse-

quently, it has developed the only pattern of experience in applying the ISC,

and the only body of evidence concerning customer satisfaction and dissatis-

faction with this method, of retrieving information from a general library

system. After 9 years, CIA is convinced that ISC application, although impor-

tant, is only one phase of a total information cycle Involving a reference

service and its customers j Other phases vrhich are equally vital, toward the

achievement of the overall efficiency in 1 general library system^.include,

document storage and access, programming cf requests, and the qualities of

aggressiveness and knowl.edgeabiiity among the reference librarians who are

in direct contact with the customer. The history of ISC use in CIA points

up the fact that this Agency’s library system, unlike its specialised Regis-

ters, does not automatically consolidate information. The CI.i Library, like

any of its conventional counterparts, is incapable of immediately providing

.

the answer to a customer 3 3 question but can supply him with a body of citations

which he himself must examine and accept cr reject. A recent sjtudy has indi-

cated that the number of citations presented to the customer ior review is not

necessarily a function of the precision of code construction but can oe refined

by permitting the reference librarians, in collaboration with the customer, to

make the first selective reduction of citations.

C~0«I{-~F-I-D~E~N - T
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IV. HISTORY OF IAC ACTIVITIES RE THE ISC

a0 The Air Force was the first agency to show a marked interest

in adopting the Intelligence Subject Code , because a workable classifica-

tion system was necessary for the Minicard project. From 1953 to date.

Air Force document analysts have been trained by CIA in the use of the

ISC. In 1955 AHIP discussed a common classification code* This was sparked

by”the recommendation of the Clark Task Force on Intelligence Activities

that "all departments within the Defense Establishment and Department of

State adopt a single indexing system based on the ISC ." Soon thereafter,

A-2, G-2, ONI, and USA endorsed the ISC for adoption and use by the intell-

igence community, and the 3 military services established working groups

for the revision of pertinent sections of the ISC .

b„ In late 1955 the Air Force completed its revision of the U00

Section, which was adopted by both CIA and AFCItJ 1 in 1956. ihe Army

Working Group submitted to CIA an ACSI Subject Code draft, containing

detailed revisions and expansions of the entire ISC with emphasis on the

military, scientific, and technical sections. Navy prepared a first draft

of a revised 300 Section of the ISC. The ISC is used at present by many

lower echelons in the military services and has been adapted to their

unique needs. Beyond the IAC itself, SIiAPE Headquarters in Paris adopted

the ISC for its document library (1956), and 2 CIA representatives and an

Air Force officer were sent to Paris for the purpose of training ShAPE

personnel

.

V. HOW EACH AGENCY IS USING OR PUNS TO USE THE ISC

a. AIR

AFCIN lb2 ha3 been using the ISC to index Air documents for

Minicard retrieval since 1956. "Because of Kinicard commit-

ments, Air Force could not use an ISC which extended beyond

the 6th digit concept. BAIR requirements have been numbered

according to the ISC, and attache reports already carry a

general BAIR number. Air Force plans to disseminate the ISC

coded documents by means of an automatic disseminator which

is being built- with a 6-digit capacity.

b„ ARMY

Negotiations ere underway with RCA to investigate data pro-

cessing equipment. A revised ISC incorporating Army subject

interests will be presented to'lSk. Army will probably con-

tinue its current manually operated intelligence library,

using the dictionary index system now in effect, -until the

RCA project is completed. Future action by ACSI in adapting

the ISC to operational use will depend upon Army acceptance

of RCA recommendations. Current concepts based or. ACSI-RCA
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research to date are that ACSI would attempt to establish

uniformity ii research files with collations set up accord-

ing to the ISC, Furthermore,, the ISC would be used for

Library indexing purposes, and dissemination, also, would

be based on the ISC . This code would, therefore, be used

for collection, production, end dissemination*

Co NATO-

Wavy 1ms no immediate plans for mechanization* Mcwever,

the* revised ISC will be adopted for manual, use i i the ONI

Intelligence Tiles

.

d„ NSA

Since NSA is a major recipient of IAC documents, tee ISC

would be used in reference activities involving retrieval

of information from IAC sources.

e. CIA

CIA has been using the ISC fer almost 10 years » The rnuell-"

ofax IBM system, a six-digit subject index, will continue

until such time as Minicard has been fully tested and proved

superior, There is a possibility of coordinating the CIA

reading requirements for dissemination of documents with the

subject and area scheme of tee ISC .

f, USIA

The ISC is currently used as a pattern in USIA's manual

Intelligence Files.

g,

STATE

State Department has never been an active participant in

any discussions of a uniform classification system because

it maintains no intelligence document library as sue: .

.

State Departs lent* a Record Codification Manuel follows the

ISC to & limited degree in treating scientific sub jests

*

‘TV
V JL r. PRINCIPLES OF C0I1 10! i USE

apply

The Worising Group 5.3 agreed that

to the common use of the ISC withir.

the following princ:Lplfes should

the intelligence ©immunity:

a. The ISC shall be simple

and structure. For application, it

in each of the fields covered,

and practical in both terminology

should not require expert conversanc

-J.-A-L
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b* The ISC shall be designed primarily to support the subject

classification of intelligence literature: used by the IAC conmunity. It

cannot be considered a panacea for all indexing problems

*

c* The ISC shall conform* insofar as possible, with the defini-

tion and control of intelligence collection, with dissemination to users

according to reading requirements, and, lastly, with the organisation oi

collation files of individual researchers*

d„ The ISC shall be sufficiently comprehensive and detailed in

subject scope, within 6 digits, to permit classification of the documents

of any member agency to meet the general retrieval needs of the rss* ox

the community without reindexing by the user agency.

e„ The ISC shall be rendered appli cable, for use in either manual

or machine systems." Some agencies find it necessary to continue with a

manual approach, however, it is recognized that the present arrange]orient

of subject codes has influenced the design of hinicard. ana the 6-

digit notation cannot be expanded for tho present without conflicting

with Minicard commitments.

f o the ISO may need to be subdivided by specialists within each

IAC agency for more precise subject classification oi the lj.oero.ture in

their respective fields. The Working Group is aware of the .need for

systematic classification by specialists, but considers it impractical

to attempt to coordinate expansions on an inter-agency basis oeyona the

basic 6-digit structurs*

g„ The ISC shall include a plan for orderly revisit n and. expul-

sion under coordinated CIA control.

VII . FINDINGS AND CON Cl' USIONS

The Working Grot

surrounding the applicai

the ’position that it is

ject classification sch<

The Intelligence

which can be applied to

machines can be built b;

Working Group recognise:

for information retriev.-

tion and. coding scheme.

Subject Code, which has

ImSsi “seeusone’d Intellig ei

fleetion, is worthy of i

,p after studying the history, purpose, and plans

.ion of the Intelligence Subject Code, reaffirms

desirable and worthwhile to adopt a uniform sub-

:rae for use -within the IAC.

; Subject Code is a hierarchical claosific;

either manual or machine systems., Grange

r engineers to almost any specifi cat. .on s

,

is that in order to use these machines effi

Q, there must first exist an adequate clas

The Group is convinced that the In biLllg

been in use in G IA. for the past 10 years,

ice subject classification scheme and, wi’

>

uni 1versa! adoption within the xAG.

alien
d that
the
.ciently

;si£ica-
;ence

is the
ih modi-

Argumsiits supporting the use of a common subject classic—nation

schema to serve goners! library and indexing needs are as foxloAj.

0-0.-N-F N-T-I-A-L
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1. A uniform subject classification scheme is practical and
appropriate because the IAC agencies would then be "speak-
ing the same language '* in indexing intelligence documents.
This would, in time, improve inter-agency communication.

2. A common scheme would lend itself to other non-library
applications, such as intelligence collection and dissem-
ination, and the organization of analyst collation files.

3. It is less costly to the intelligence community tc produce,
operate, and maintain a single subject classification scheme
than to adopt several independent codes. A unified system
offers potential for compatibility benefits, such as the
exchange of index cards and microfilm, etc., provided that
the agencies involved ultimately employ the same processing
and machine system.

The Working Group is aware that specialized operations within the
several IAC agencies may require adaptations of the ISC to 3uit particular
purposes. The Group considers it impractical at this time, however, to

attempt inter-agency coordination of the ISC beyond the 6th digit of the
basic structure.

The Working Group also* recognizes the likelihood tl at new classi-
fication techniques, such as storage and retrieval of clear text, may be
developed, and supports their development «und eventual integration into
the basic code structure.

13 November 1957

£ :_o~if•M-D-E-N-l-I-A-L
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ANNEX "B"

TERM OF REFERENCE NO* 2 25 November 1957

Io PROBLEM

‘.'Jo determine the extent to which the basic ISC should be recast
to meet the general needs cf the IAC*

II . MCKGROUND

Efech representative on the Working Group was asked to review the
various chapters of the ISC and to make a general statement describing the
weaknesses of the code in relation to his agency's interest, It became
evident in the discussions which followed tiiat the ISC would require major
revision in order to make it serve the general library needs of the intelli-
gence community- The Working Group, therefore, decided to convert its
individual critic! gnus of the ISC into a series of instructions to guide a
subsequently appointed Tack Force whose function it would be to modify the
Code and publish a new edition*

III, INSTRUCTIONS

8,0 Precepts

(l) The ISC should reflect subjects found in intelligences reports
and should, be cajmble of serving the needs of a general
intelligences library reference service* It should not be
a cumulation of minute subjects which intelligence aualysts
or other special! s:ed users would like to have included
for their respective purposes -

{?.) The ISC ahold.d be concise in make-up, methodically arranged,
and easy to apply* It should be amply supplied with cross
references, definitions, and explanatory notes*

(3) The basic structure of the I3C should have a maximum
capacity of six digits* Sub.feets which do riot require
a full 6-digit expansion should be left smaller, but-

any later expansion within the 6-digit framework should
be controlled by the revision procedures set forth In
Term of Reference

(If) The IS! should contain a full supplement of subject modifiers,
on a clSipter-by-chapter basic* Those modifiers will have the
combined functions, where applicable, of the. prefix act-ion
codes cmd the terminal digits used in the current ISCL The
termimJL digit system should, be discontinued because this
precommittal of the 6th digit limits expansion# •
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b General Instructions

(1) Exand ne the general character of the Informational content
of Intelligence reports (raw and. finished)

.

(2) Beviev the types of subject requests which a genera:,

intelligence library system -will, be expected to serve.

( 3 ) Become familiar with the background, training, and

educatiora:. level of persons likely to be called upon
to apply the subject classification schemes

(4) Determine Hie role of the reference librarian in the
search operation..

(5) Consider nmebirte capabilities in revising the iCSCc

(6) Take late account the following recognized deficiencies
of the present ISC ;

(a) DiapeaT.ion and repetition of like subjects

.

(b) Lack of balance; extreme detail in some sections,
iradeepate detail in others.

(c) Incorporation of technical detail beyond the subject
specialization of the average coder.

(d) Lack of sufficient cross references, defii&tioia,
and airot&IJ.cm .

(e) Absence- of c. guide for general use of the ISC
and of specific instructions for each chapter

«

(7 ) Explore the possibilities of wider, more effective use of the
concept of subject modifier . This auxiliary code, always
used in cor junction’with a aubject code, persaite a eystesnatic

amplification of the subject code or classifies the subject
within a. particular area of activity, e.g. reBoarch and
development in field of weapons, or production of weapons.

4

(8) tfpon completion of the revised ISC.,, develop a relative index.

£ -G~3'-F~I-D-M-T-X-A~t
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c . Specific Sastouc;feions

(1) World Polities - The overlapping subject headings ahculd

be eliminfSSrijy adding croi.s references, making appropriate

deletions, and defining terms. Consider placing the subjects

of Eropagmida (now in. the 800 Chapter) end Psychological

Warfare (now in the 500 ) in this chapter.,

(2 ) Array, Maw, and Air - Military equipment in these categories

eho^cf be w57ed~to "an expanded and revised Weapons _and

Equipment Chapter, with sub,Sect modifiers as needed.. Combine

tSrfS"fc8 in one clmpter of the ISCj this would have

the advantage of (a) following the NXS outline, and Cb] placing

joint military subjects In -he same chapter.

(3)

Weapons ana Equipment - All weapons and military equipment

eliSuid”Sipear in tSS chapter only. Consider moving

Psychological Warfare out of this chapter. Subject, modifiers

sboul d be set up for economic, military, and research aspects

»

If necessary, specific designations, such as R, N, end A for

Army, Wavy* and Mr, can be combined with the subject, modifiers

as a double modifier, e.g., R l6/5lh - Army Research on

Small Arms.

(4) Science - Ohis ciiapter should be limited to scientiiic

organise,tit r.i and. processes .> S'oeclfic military equfjsiieut and

other simlUx commodities should be moved from the present

600 Chapter to the Weapons and Equipment Chapter, at. pre-

viously noted, end all other equipment placed :.a the Economics

Chapter and the newly proposed Transportation and Ctaanunicatlons

Chapter.

(5) Sconoraice « This chapter should retain all coroaoditoes other

^ian'ffliOtns'y# teanflportatiottj and communications equipment.

(6) Traneporiaqion aud Commumications - This new chapter:, following

the EXS cArSdneJ ehould cor.tain equipment, systems, and

tostediationa

«

i

(7) Social end Cultural Forces - This chapter should be relieved

of
r«»5rwift,3*is and overlapping subjects. Consider trans-

ferring jlh'TD&ghndf’. to the chapter on. World foil,tics*

(8) Orgardzaticu of DiforraatJ-on « EJJ.-m1.nato thxs chapter for
' dSSiSt TSSZ35F~%*t up appropriate subject modifiers as

form divisions applicable to the entire XSC-

C-O-K-F-’I-IKE-K-T °I-A-L
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nr, F1KDINGS AMD CONCLUSIONS

The Working Group believes that the ISC should be recast to meet wider

IAC needs' and applications unforeseen at the time of its original preparation

The Working Group has developed the criteria and general instructions

to guide such an effort, and is convinced that an internal Task Force, comprised

of experienced isc users drawn from the CIA staff, could best perforin the Job.

Assistance from an outside consultant with professional competence in

hierarchical classification systems should be sought as needed.,

It is the general consensus that the present Working Group should continue

as advisers and coordinators to the Task Force.

If this undertaking were to commence on 1 January 1958, the Working Group

estimates that the total time required for the entire project \nould be 1 year.

It has set up tentative target dates as follows:

Chapters

Political
Social and Cultural Forces
Econoradl.cs

Transportation end Communications
Science
Aimed Forces
Weapons and Equipment

1 February 1958
1 February 1958
1 March 1$»58

1 May 1958
1 May 1958
1 May 1958
1 June 1958

Final Draft 1 July 1958

Published Edition with Relative Inde a 1 January 1959

The above dates are continent upon the availability of assistance from within

end out side CIA.

25X1

25 November 1957

0“0”H-F'-I“D»E“EmT»X“A~L
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TERM 03:* OTERJ5NCK NO* 3 :OV'QL i.Ur.' mi

I„ PROBLEM

To develop a practical plan for speo5.8JJ.zed user expaneton of t-he

ISC beyond the 13383 0 structure*

II, FACTO AND DISCITSSXOa

a* No doubt sane units within the 3AC find the ISC too ger. ;:rn.l to

meet their special needs. The Working Group agrees that the pceseut ISC

is probably moot useful in -lie :L:iitial sta.';ts of disscminati.ry;; roc 3 x'/i-ucUu?

intelli gance documents tor a basic library* -type collection*

b* The nmnner of applying the ISC 1c specialized user opex<: t-lons

.in the XAC will depend up<n the nature of those operations * Obviously, the
basic eix«digit structure 1 of the JSC cannot serve as the exclusive wool for
tr&asleting information into machine recorci- for high-speed edoputauion
operations, nor will it enmrer the need for files which perfor ?e must
be mairtained alphabetice.Hy« Users having: specific Interests 5 such as
order cf battle, technical Intelligence , b3 cgr&phic Indexing, book, ecl-aloging

etco, will be obliged either to r&vke adaptations of the ISO, to re-yu-sst

esgpansions of selected portions of the JSC, or to develop soporsto codes
to suit their particular interests » Revert heleoo , the World ny Group feels
that these users should to encouraged to irvestig&be the potei rial of the
ISC* or an adaptation of it., before undertaking something J.nd'i.x-nO '-nt--.
sirrrrtc^Azi'*' “ 6

Co Physical expansion of the ISO be starve the needs o;~ apectaV
ized users can bo effected cus follows %

1. By augment3 ng r-poeific portions of fcbc basic ISA,

2* By supplementing the six-digit ISC with a separate
coding sye*«n, sv.ch as the addition of key wordh in
clour text u

3« By extending the rix-dtgxx supra niExheriug systda into
the yth, Sfci $'th

,

etc*, col .tans*.

t,- Central control, ever any expansion or modification in the basic
180 stricture should be exercised by the Central Intelligence /.rduey.

Coordination on and publication of all requested revisions and expansions
should be the rssponsibillty of CIA* All socialized user expcnsic-as of
the ISC vhieh transcend tie basic six-digl c- structure will not x-e-/ co*

ordinuttou among the me fa st agencies; hover ?:?, C.ll should be sc-biff so of
all sue.; code expansions a ratter of 3i>-" nvxation •.

-IVE-E-T "I*- A'
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III o CONCLUSIONS

That the requirements of specialized users of the ISC cun be satisfied
as follow t

a„ By the introduction of mutually acceptable expansions of the ISC
within the six-digit structure.

bo By the adaptation of the present ISC beyond the six-digit
structure.

Co By the generation of Independent codes to meet highly
specialized needs.

That all requests for expansion of the ISC within the basic six-digit
structure should be submitted to CIA for coordination among meiiber agencies
of the IAC and for publication of revised editions of the ISC ,

That, as a natter of practice, all specialized users should furnish
copies of their ISC adaptations or unique codes to CIA.

25 November 1957

C-O-M-F-I-D-E-N-T-I-A-L
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ANNEX "D”

TERM OF. REFERENCE NO. 4 25 November 1957

I„ h?.oblem

To agree to methods for systematic revision, publication^ and distribution

of the basic ISC .

II. DISCUSSION

a. The new ISC is planned as an inter-agency publication. The Working

Group envisions it as an IAC issuance.

b. CXA will be responsible for the initial publication and over-all

distribution of the new ISC, and for subsequent revisions thereto.

c. The Working Group anticipates that revisions and expansions in the

ISC structure will be made on a continuing basis. Suggestions for these changes

will be forthcoming as U.S. intelligence interests shift from one area of emphasis

to another . Consequently, 3ome mechanism must be established, to ensure that each

user will have adequate opportunity to suggest changes in the basic ISC structure

and that such changes will be systematically accomplished. In the opinion of the

Working Group, many of the advantages of common use of the ISC will be lost unless

user agencies evolve a careful plan for coordinating these changes and for sub-

sequently notifying other ISC users of their implementation.

d. Recommended revisions to the basic ISC should he submitted to CIA,

in writing, for coordination with other IAC agencies. The Working Group pro-

poses that an AHIP Standing Group he established for coordination purposes and

that this Group meet as often as necessary to review the recommended changes

and to approve or disapprove their adoption. CIA will supply all holders of the

publication with change sheets as required. In order to ensure that all change

sheets have been received, and duly noted, it is suggested that an "Index to

Changes" be sent to all ISC holders semi-annually. Where possible, distribution

of the basic ISC, revisions, etc. should be made directly to Individual users.

Requirements from participating agencies should be submitted to CIA, together

with the mailing address of the requesting office.

e. The Working Group is agreed that the format of the new publication

should correspond generally to that of the present ISC* i.e., permanent-type

binder, with 8 by lojf loose-leaf pages to permit convenient inter-filing of

change and errata sheets. The new ISC should also include a guide for general

use of the Code and specific instructions for each chapter. Determination of

an appropriate security classification for the publication is deferred pending

completion of the revised ISC; however, the Working Group tentatively proposes

assignment of the classification CONFIDENTIAL which, it feels, will afford

adequate security without causing undue hardship in distribution and storage

areas

.
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III, CONCLUSIONS

That systematic revision, publication, and distribution of the basic
ISC can be accomplished as follows:

a. By establishment of a Standing Group of AHIP appointed
members thoroughly familiar with the working operations
of the ISC , to provide necessary coordination among
IAC agencies in matters affecting the development,
use, and proposed applications of the ISC .

b. By submission in writing to CIA. of recommended re-
visions to the basic ISC .

c. By CIA coordination with other IAC agencies for approval
or disapproval of recommended changes.

d. By assignment to CIA of control of the publication and
distribution of revisions to the basic ISC, and of
maintenance of an appropriate receipt system for pur-
poses of accountability.

The Working Group believes that general ISC problems, including the training
of analysts in the use of the ISC, can be discussed and resolved by the proposed
AMP Standing Group, to be appointed after the revision of the ISC has been
completed.

25 November 1957
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